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Sensing integrated water vapor along GPS ray paths
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Abstract.  We demonstrate sensing of integrated slant-path
water vapor (SWV) along ray paths between Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites and receivers. We use double differenc-
ing to remove GPS receiver and satellite clock errors and 85-cm
diameter choke ring antennas to reduce ground-reflected multi-
path. We compare more than 17,000 GPS and pointed radiome-
ter double difference observations above 20o elevation and find
1.3 mm rms agreement. Potential applications for SWV data
include local and regional weather modeling and prediction,
correction for slant wet delay effects in GPS surveying and orbit
determination, and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging. The
method is viable during all weather conditions. 

Introduction

The 24 Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites broadcast
1.2 and 1.6 GHz carrier signals based on atomic clocks. These
signals can be tracked with high accuracy using commercial
equipment sold at relatively low prices. An overview of GPS
and its scientific applications is provided by Herring [1996].

Sensing Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV)

GPS sensing of precipitable water vapor with 1 mm (7%)
accuracy was demonstrated by Rocken et al. [1993] using GPS
methods developed for geodetic applications. The GPS geodetic
method, described by Dixon [1991], can estimate time-varying
atmospheric zenith path delay defined as:

zenith path delay = (1)

where dz has units of length in the zenith, 

(2)

is the refractivity of air, P is air pressure in mb, T is temperature
in Kelvins and e is partial pressure of water vapor in mb. 

If P is known, hydrostatic delay resulting from the first term
in Equation (2) can be estimated and removed from the GPS
solution. Zenith wet delay can then be estimated as a least
squares fit that varies as the cosecant of the elevation angle, typ-
ically over intervals of 15 min to several hr. Zenith wet delay
and PWV are related by: 

PWV = Π ⋅  zenith wet delay (3)

where Π is a dimensionless conversion factor  ∼0.15 [Hogg et
al., 1981]. Surface temperature measurements can be used to
estimate Π with an error less than 2% [Bevis et al., 1992; 1994]. 

GPS sensed PWV is modeled using an average of all
observed GPS rays, as shown in Fig. 1. This model is often
inadequate. Rocken et al. [1991a] and Davis et al. [1993] found

more than 20% azimuthal variation in radiometer measurements
of integrated water vapor at 30o elevation.

Figure 1.  PWV is modeled as an average of all GPS satellite
observations above the cut-off angle represented by the cone. 

PWV data are potentially valuable for weather and climate
modeling and prediction. Kuo et al. [1996] found significant
improvement in precipitation forecasts when PWV data were
assimilated in numerical weather prediction models. Yuan et al.
[1993] simulated the use of PWV data in monitoring global and
regional climate change and found up to 8 mm increase in trop-
ical PWV resulting from a doubling of atmospheric CO2.

Sensing Slant Water Vapor (SWV)

Integrated slant-path water vapor can be detected in GPS
solution residuals, or directly by pointed radiometers. GPS sig-
nals are subject to:

slant wet delay = (4)

where Nwet is the second term in Equation (2). Slant wet delay
and ds have units of length along the ray path. Slant wet delay is
related to SWV by: 

SWV = Π ⋅  slant wet delay (5)

A slant path at 10o elevation is shown in Fig. 2. At this angle
the GPS ray traverses 6 km in height at ~34 km distance from
the tracking site.  

Figure 2.   A slant ray path. 

Refractive bending allows tracking of GPS satellites to the
horizon and slightly lower [Meehan et al., 1991; Anderson,
1994]. Taking earth’s curvature and refractive bending into
account, a GPS ray observed from the ground at 0o elevation
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through a standard atmosphere reaches 2 km in height at a dis-
tance of more than 200 km from the tracking site. GPS satellite
tracks slightly below the horizon are shown in Fig 3. 

Figure 3.  GPS satellite elevation and azimuth tracks (curves)
observed from Table Mountain during 24 hours. Locations of
satellites at a point in time are shown as open circles. Some of
the eastern tracks reach as low as minus 0.7o elevation. To the
west, mountains occlude tracking below 3o.

Experiment Description

We observed with GPS receivers and radiometers at Plat-
teville and Table Mountain, Colorado, on May 21-23, 1996. The
sites are relatively free from obstructions and are separated by
43 km. At each site we used Trimble SSITM dual frequency
receivers, Radiometrics WVR-1100TM radiometers, and 85-cm
diameter choke ring antennas [Solheim et al., 1996] to reduce
ground-reflected multipath [Alber, 1996]. We observed with
GPS at 30 sec intervals and with radiometers pointed toward
each of the GPS satellites in view every ~8 min. A 20o elevation
cutoff angle was chosen to exclude viewing of the horizon,
buildings, or vegetation by the radiometer antenna sidelobes.
Barometric data with 0.3 mb accuracy were recorded at each
site. The radiometers viewed each GPS satellite for 1 sec at 23.8
GHz (5.5o beamwidth, full width half maximum) and 31.4 GHz
(4.6o beamwidth) during an observation cycle. Beamwidth cor-
rections are included in the radiometer software. Radiometer
accuracy and calibration are described by Solheim [1993] and
Ware et al. [1993].

Data Analysis

We analyzed GPS data using Bernese software [Beutler et
al., 1996], International GPS Service (IGS) precise orbits
[Neilan, 1995], site coordinates fixed to the radiometer-cor-
rected solution, and dry delays modeled from barometric data at
each site. The software computes double differences defined as
the difference in carrier phase of one satellite as observed from
two sites, differenced again with a similar observation of a sec-
ond satellite. Double differencing eliminates GPS transmitter
and receiver clock errors and can be expressed as: 

double difference = (6)

where φA1 is the carrier phase observation from site A of satel-
lite 1, etc. We resolved all of the GPS carrier phase ambiguities
(see for example Beutler et al., 1996). The post-fit residuals of
the GPS analysis include slant wet delays, unmodeled dry slant
delays, multipath, orbit error and other unmodeled parameters
along four ray paths. 

Results and Discussion

Radiometer data, projected to the zenith, and their difference
during the experiment are shown in Fig. 4. Scatter in each trace
shows directional water vapor gradients and variation in the dif-
ference shows water vapor gradients between the two sites. 

Figure 4.  PWV derived from radiometer sensed SWV (upper)
at Platteville and Table Mountain and their difference (lower).
We attribute the spikes to moisture on the radiometer windows
and to scattering of sunlight into the radiometers.

We used radiometer data for comparison with GPS data.
SWV double differences sensed by radiometers and by GPS are
compared in Fig. 5 and Table 1. The radiometer data were inter-
polated to match GPS observation times. Data degraded by
moisture on the radiometer window were not included. The
scatter in Fig. 5 maps roughly as the cosecant of the elevation
angle. 

Figure 5.  GPS minus radiometer sensed SWV double
differences vs. elevation angle of the lowest satellite. 

GPS signals are stabilized by atomic clocks, can be tracked
in all weather conditions, and are affected by pressure field
modeling error at low elevation angles. Radiometer data are
affected by window moisture and reflected sunlight, are cali-
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brated by tipping and by reference to a black body [Solheim,
1993], and are insensitive to pressure field modeling error. 

We estimate the measurement accuracy of radiometer sensed
SWV double differences using test data from pointed radiome-
ters located 20 m apart. To approximate the radiometer data in
Fig. 5 as closely as possible, we pointed the radiometers toward
the GPS satellites in view, used a 20o elevation cut-off angle,
excluded data degraded by moisture on the radiometer window,
and interpolated to 30 sec intervals. The resulting 16,100 double
differences demonstrate radiometer-pair sensitivity to SWV
double differences of 0.7 mm rms. We can therefore estimate an
upper limit on the GPS sensitivity to SWV double differences
as the root square difference: (1.32 - 0.72)1/2 = 1.1 mm rms. This
corresponds to a single ray path accuracy of 0.6 mm rms,
assuming independent SWV along each of the four double dif-
ference ray paths. For the ~20 mm average PWV seen in Fig. 4,
the single ray path SWV accuracy is 3% at zenith and 1% at 20o

elevation.  

Figure 6.  Examples of GPS (jagged) and radiometer (smooth)
sensed SWV double differences and their agreement (rms). Note
changes in scale.

 GPS sensing of SWV along single ray paths with several
mm precision should be possible using receiver clocks accurate
to ~10-12 sec to reduce errors from receiver clocks and from
Selective Availability (S/A) dithering of GPS satellite clocks
[Rocken et al., 1991b]. 

Typical GPS and radiometer double differences and the cor-
responding satellite tracks are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Similar

SWV variations as large as 20 mm are seen in the GPS and radi-
ometer data for periods greater than 30 min. For periods less
than 30 min, variations as large as 7 mm are seen in the GPS
data but not in the radiometer data. We attribute this to different
sampling parameters for the two methods, and to multipath. The
radiometers observed each satellite over a ~5o beamwidth at ~8
min intervals, whereas GPS sampled a volume surrounding the
GPS rays [Melbourne et al., 1994] less than 100 m in diameter
at 30 sec intervals. We discuss a simulated SWV signal and
multipath below. 

Figure 7.  Directional tracks of the satellite pairs corresponding
to Fig. 6, labeled by satellite number at the start of each track.

We simulate a typical SWV signal by ray tracing through a
cell of water vapor (Fig. 8). 

Figure 8.  Ray tracing through a two dimensional curved
atmosphere including a 3% refractivity variation (upper panel)
generates a ~3 mm SWV signal (lower panel).

The water vapor cell produces ~3 mm of SWV signal near
30o. We see similar short period variations in the real (Fig. 6)
and simulated (Fig. 8) GPS data. Even larger signals would be
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generated by 10% refractivity variations that occur in clear air
[Konrad, 1970] and in clouds [Campen et al., 1961].  

Other sources of short period variations in the GPS data
include receiver system noise and multipath. Receiver noise is
typically ~1 mm. Separate tests determined that multipath
effects were 1.6 mm rms for the 85-cm choke ring antennas,
including several mm variations near 20o elevation that repeat
in sidereal time [Alber, 1996]. The ~3 mm GPS variations seen
in the center panel of Fig. 6 occur at elevation angles larger than
30o and are not likely to be caused by multipath. At elevation
angles near 20o where ground-reflected multipath is expected,
variations in the GPS double differences do not repeat in side-
real time and are therefore probably not dominated by multi-
path. Thus, we attribute most of the short period variation
observed in the GPS data to SWV signal.  

Table 1.  GPS vs. radiometer sensed SWV (20o cutoff). __________________________________________________
day number of GPS - radiometer sensed
of  double difference SWV double differences
year observations (mm rms)__________________________________________________
141 4,167 1.1 

142 6,364 1.3 

143 7,369 1.3 

all 17,900 1.3 __________________________________________________

GPS sensing of SWV should be possible down to 0o eleva-
tion and slightly below. At low elevation angles the method
could be used to detect water vapor associated with fronts,
storms, and other weather and climate phenomena at distances
of several hundred km. Either single path or double difference
SWV data can potentially be assimilated in numerical weather
models. SWV data could be observed using continuous GPS
tracking networks [Businger et al., 1996], could be used to
complement GPS occultation measurements [Ware et al.,
1996], and to correct for wet delay effects in GPS surveying,
orbit determination and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging
of crustal deformation and topography [Meade and Sandwell,
1996].

Conclusions
We have demonstrated that GPS and pointed radiometer dou-

ble difference SWV observations agree to 1.3 mm rms above
20o elevation if care is taken to reduce multipath and if site
coordinates and satellite orbits are well known. Further work is
needed to develop GPS sensing of SWV along single ray paths,
to develop methods for assimilation of SWV data into numeri-
cal weather prediction models, and to validate the method
below 20o elevation. 
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